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5 minutes Read 1st regression interpretation
5 minutes Read 2nd regression interpretation
10 minutes Discuss what you like or don’t like about these
10 minutes Plenary, what makes for a good interpretation?



1. R$ is less important than %β
2. Don’t only look at statistical significance and the direction of effects, 

focus on the magnitude of effects
3. Use typical values of x, or extreme values of x, or a visualization of 

predicted values, to better explain how to read the size of the effect
4. Don’t interpret coefficients on control variables (too much)
5. Translate all interpretations to real-world implications

6. Don’t use variable names, but labels and descriptive text
7. Don’t suggest much higher precision than is reasonable
8. Use measurement units where possible

9. Graphs are better than numbers



Stars indicate statistical significance:

If there are stars, we can conclude 
that our data provides sufficient 
evidence that the respective 
coefficient is not zero, i.e. that there 
is an effect.

Hence the function name “stargazer”.

A better understanding follows in
later classes.



Note also:
• The reference category for 

categorical variables is clarified.
• Variable have clear names.
• Dummy variables are named after 

the “1” category.
• Different models are presented 

because of different selection of 
control variables.
• Note that this is “Y-centred” 

instead of more typical “X-
centred” research.

How do we read these coefficients?
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Pekkanen et al. 2006 present two 
logistic regression models that 
examine the allocation of posts in 
the LDP party in Japan.
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In R, you can use the plot_summs() 
function in the jtools package, which 
generates a ggplot object plotting all 
coefficients.



An alternative is the 
dwplot() function in the 
dotwhisker package.


